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the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell by donald maass 2015 01 01 on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - donald maass heads the donald maass literary agency in new york city which represents more than 150 novelists and sells more than 150 novels every year to publishers in america and overseas he is a past president of the association of authors representatives inc and is the author of several books, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - the breakout novelist gives you the craft and business know how you need to make your stories stand out veteran literary agent donald maass brings together the best innovative and practical information from his previous books and workshops to help you set your novel apart from the competition, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - the breakout novelist gives you the craft and business know how you need to make your book stand out inside veteran agent donald maass brings together the most innovative and practical information from his workshops and previous books to lead you through every aspect of setting your novel apart from the rest, the breakout novelist writersdigest com - he is a past president of the association of authors representatives inc and is the author of several books of interest to fiction writers the career novelist writing the breakout novel and writing the breakout novel workbook his web site is www maassagency com, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - apa citation style guide maass d 2015 the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell new edition cincinnati writer's digest chicago turabian author date citation style guide maass donald 2015, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell average rating 5 star 1 4 star 1 breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell grouping author maass donald grouping category book grouping last grouping update how to craft novels that stand out and sell donald maass title short the breakout novelist, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - get exclusive editions of the hottest new titles sell us your used books visit our newest store, the breakout novelist craft and strategies for career - the breakout novelist by donald maass published by writers digest is about the factors that make a book become a best seller it's mostly about what characteristics a book or story needs to have to move beyond mediocre or good to really great donald maass is a well known agent editor who has helped several famous authors toward breakout success, books on writing donald maass literary agency - the breakout novelist gives you the craft and business know how you need to make your book stand out inside veteran agent donald maass brings together the most innovative and practical information from his workshops and previous books to lead you through every aspect of setting your novel apart from the rest, the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out - buy the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell paperback c january 1 2015 by isbn from amazon s book store everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders, amazon ca customer reviews the breakout novelist how to - find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for the breakout novelist how to craft novels that stand out and sell at amazon com read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users